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TOSA Blue Mountain
Sanctuary
A Sacred Journey in the Ecuadorian Andes

Onsite Accommodations
and Available Services
Descriptions and Rates: 2018

“May your heart experience the blessing of home, the
love of the universe and the song of your soul.”
Sri & Kira
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Overnight Accommodations

Gift yourself with one night or several weeks! The vast amenities and
powerful energies that exist here are EXTRAORINDARY! Discover
onsite archaeological treasures, explore the mountain, spend a day in
an Indigenous village or simply soak in the beauty of Gaia!
Your journey is as unique as you are and we welcome you home!

TOSA Blue Mountain limits overnight guests to four at a time assuring your spaciousness.
We sincerely care! This is YOUR retreat!”
Relax and sink into the tranquility! Allow your breath to
be spacious and your heart open! Discover the depth of
your soul in your private nature sanctuary!
Welcome Home.
Minimum three night stay, (one night option can be made
available). Retreat guests registered for 6+ nights receive a 15%
discount on all other services except airport transportation/tours.

Enjoy a lovely casita and your rate includes:
• Unlimited access to all Temples, Trails and
grounds, gardens and meditation areas.
• Live attendance for Sri & Kira LIVE radio every
Sunday afternoon.
• Twice weekly guided one hour meditation with Sri
& Kira
• Three vegetarian meals daily and snacks, PLUS
unlimited PURE Crystalline drinking water!
• Double Occupancy in a private casita with hot
water, internet access and in room coffee/tea bar.
Unlimited pure crystalline drinking water.
• Private room option is available, please inquire.
• Optional offsite excursions with Local English
Speaking guide available to:
o Ingapirca, the Machu Pichu of Ecuador!
o Local Artisan villages & Orchid Farm
o Piedras de Aquas Thermal hot springs
o AUTHENTIC Pananma Hat factory… Your

Rates per person/double occupancy, includes 3
meals/beverages per day and snacks and all amenities listed
on this page.
Retreat weekly rate: 7 days/6 nights - $360
Retreat 3 – 5 night rate: $65/night
Above Rates include listed services on this page with
numerous options available as per this brochure.
Special Requests? Please ask.
Affordable Transportation to/from the airport is available
with our local English speaking driver.
NOTE! If you are registered for a live program with Sri & Kira
and extending your stay ask about special discounts.
If you would like to have a custom journey created for you by
Sri & Kira, please write: Support@SelfAscension.com

hat will be custom made while you wait!
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Private Sessions w/ Sri & Kira
Transformative Private Time you will cherish forever!
You may reserve upon arrival if you prefer and it is best to
schedule in advance to insure availability.
It is a rare and wondrous blessing when you can have the
spaciousness to be available for even more! To be aware of
breathing pure fresh air as you relax into the depth of who YOU
ARE. Inviting yourself to go as far as you enjoy and to feel safe and
loved through the process of experiencing the Art of Ascended
Living. It is often during these wondrous moments we may discover
that a greater insight is being birthed or an old wound has surfaced
to be released. The blessing of being onsite at TOSA Blue Mountain
Sanctuary is often enough to support you through, however when
you decide you may want just a little more, Sri & Kira are available
to offer the level of support you are seeking. From simply being coresidents at the sanctuary or sharing a cup of tea or coffee in the
afternoon to private sessions tailored to your needs, just ask and
we will do our best to make it happen.
Here is a list of just some of the services available from Sri & Kira
and please let us know if would like to create a custom retreat
package that would offer deeper discounts for multiple processes.
Over the next few pages services are explained in greater detail.

Services with BOTH Sri & Kira
"Quantum Healing helps to Raise your essential
frequency, thus supporting both healing and the
expansion of your consciousness.
You will discover how a vibrational increase
is both healing and energizing.
Restore your trust in life and renew”

Sri & Kira at Ingapirca!
A cosmically AWAKE ancient site, Ingapirca is known
as the Machu Pichu of Ecuador…and with GOOD
REASON!
Sri & Kira tangibly feel the Goddess energy that
sustained this site. This presence ignites a divine
cosmic portal!
Be sure to plan on visiting while you are here!

All-Inclusive Two-Day Atlantean Healing Chamber: $888
Avesa Balancing Package: $50/per or pack discount
Mayan Fire Ceremony: $225
Sacred San Pedro Medicine Visioning Journey
3 day Minimum, ask for additional information

Private Sessions with Kira: (all with recordings)
Intuitive Soul Reading : $195
Cosmic Life Regression Session: $222
Life Review with Current life questions Ascended
Numerology Soul Chart& Reading: $222

Private Sessions with Sri Ram Kaa: (all with recordings)
Private Healing Session: $222
Intuitive process focused on your goals w/ Avesa Balancing
with Dimensional Healing
Comprehensive Avesa Medical Intuitive Session:
$333 (package discount with retreat guests),
includes comprehensive energy evaluation,
review of physical and emotional imprints,
recommended healing protocols and at home practices.
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WHAT IS AN ATLANTEAN HEALING CHAMBER (AHC)
WITH SRI & KIRA AND WHY WOULD I WANT ONE?

You are about to begin a journey!
This journey is one you have taken before. It is one that
you have already mastered and one that will assists you to
finally and fully release LIFETIMES of energy while healing
the challenges in this lifetime. Take this conscious moment
and breathe in Divine Love for the journey you have taken
to be here, right now, in this moment. You are Here! You
are Ready! You are Open, and You are Guided!
Trust yourself, trust the process, trust the Universe.
It is time…and you already know that.
Important Notes about the Atlantean Healing Chamber™:
While the results of this modality are often miraculous and
appear to be instantaneous, it is important to recognize
that like a stubborn habit, the shift that you witness may
“creep” back when not addressed at all levels. Habits
provide comfort to the ego. True healing occurs as the soul
energy comes forward. You can support your long term
response by incorporating spiritual practices as we will
teach and suggest. Remember that all habits can be shifted!
True healing is a divine gift that each being calls into
themselves in alignment with their readiness to claim
wholeness. To that end, you may find that you may need to
experience the Atlantean Healing Chamber™ as a
combination with Avesa Balancing. We can discuss this and
create the optimum combination if warranted.
A note about the two days of this process:
Your chamber will consist of two “formal sessions” with Sri
& Kira in addition to processes that you will be asked to
complete during the day and evening. You will be meeting
in the specially appointed and prepared Sacred Healing
Chamber for your sessions. All of the supplies you may
need to complete these processes are included. Prior to
beginning your chamber a comprehensive questionnaire
will be sent to you for completion. After receiving the
questionnaire Sri & Kira MIGHT ask you to complete a
process prior to your arrival at TOSA Blue Mountain
Sanctuary.
We advise you to please prepare to take a break for just
two days from your electronic devices as this is a powerful
energy protocol and interaction with them could diminish
your experience.

Your AHC will be personalized for you and in addition to your
questionnaire, Sri & Kira will also have in person discussion with
you prior to each session. Please also note that you will be on a
special vegetarian meal experience while you are “in chamber”.
This is to assist your body to more gently assimilate the energies
being offered. Above all else, The Atlantean Healing Chamber™
is a powerful sacred tool of Divine re-connection. You have
taken great steps to re-member, to heal and to integrate the
vast experiences that are your life. The next step is to honor
yourself with clarity and integrity as you bring the gift of your
true mastery back into your conscious awareness.
Quantum healing is fast, powerful and supports your
Self-Ascension process!
The AHC looks for root causes of discomfort not only from the
current life time, but from prior lifetimes as well. the root cause
of the 'problem' is identified and released. This includes
unconscious dogmas, limiting beliefs and habitual
patterns. Additionally the AHC specifically addresses energetic
interferences, including phobias, imprints from ancestry, culture
of origin and relationships. If present, any entities, ghosts or
interdimensional imprints are identified and resolved.
The AHC magnifies your co-creative capacity as we work
together to CLEAR at All Levels of your being and CLAIM the
empowerment you now ready to engage.
You will be loaned a set of Egyptian healing rods for use
onsite. This insures that you are bathed in ultra high frequency
energy and if desired arrangements can be made for you to
acquire your personal set for home use! The consistent
presence of high frequency energy, (above 565 on Hawkins
scale of consciousness), together with your sacred intention and
healing work, helps you to anchor at a higher vibrational
level. Remember, problems are not resolved from the level of
consciousness that supported creating the problem!
DETAILS AND OVERVIEW
Atlantean healing chamber w/ Sri & Kira: $888*
Includes 3 days/2 nights stay all inclusive at TOSA Blue
Mountain
Healing Flow: Chamber starts at 2pm on Day 1, repeats at 2pm
day two, includes your "going Forward" consultation after
breakfast on day 3
*If you are staying on another package or registered for a live program
with Sri & Kira receive the AHC package for only $644 with a minimum
5 night stay at TOSA Blue Mountain.
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Sacred San Pedro Medicine
Visioning Journey of Awakened
Mastery at TOSA Blue Mountain
When the soul calls…
What is the gift of San Pedro?
It begins with a connection with Gentle people loving
spirit...and through this connection it ignites the
harmony of your heart...and then it calls forward
Passionate action through deep love in sacred union with the blessing
of nature as an expression of the cosmos.

“A loving and
healing journey of
the heart,
perception beyond
the mind … invites
the soul to lead!”
Sri & Kira

Lovingly grown and properly prepared San Pedro medicine gifts you
with the exquisite experience that Opens your heart without
restrictions.
Imagine your heart, free and filled with divine insight and compassion
as you cleanse away hurt, pain and confusion.
Lovingly awaken your dormant mastery and RECEIVE the multitude of
messages and gifts that will pour through your journey. Safe and
guided, you are assisted to move through your journey in your unique
way and with extraordinary support from those who care about your
experience.
For many, this is where the journey may stop. It is paramount to know
that the most valuable gifts are still ahead!

You’ve taken the medication...now what?
The sacred covenant of experiencing the upliftment of San Pedro is far
from a “drug” you take to “get high” or due to fascination. It is not
something that you need to do twice to receive the benefit.
A sacred medicine journey is a call from the heart that awakens your
inner spirit to come forward and lead the way. The rare opportunity to
honestly let go of the ego and come forward as the master in form
without the overlay of the energies of the third dimension such as fear,
anger, guilt, shame, resentment, lack of forgiveness and more.
At TOSA Blue Mountain we hand harvest our pure San Pedro from our
gardens and call forward great Presence, Reverence and LOVE for this
gift from our mother Gaia. If you would like to experience this divine
gift, please write for all details by clicking here.
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Ancient Doorways filled with mystical stories
ORIGINAL 2000+ yr old Canari Petroglyphs
…on site and accessible with hiking trails!
Abundant trees, flowers, birds, fresh air and
stunning views abound! Get ready for the stars!
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Authentic Mayan Fire Ceremony with Sri & Kira
Sri & Kira lived with the highland Maya in Guatemala for five years and were blessed to become confidants
and accepted by the Mayan Elders. Written into the book of days of the Maya, Sri & Kira are the custodians
of four original Mayan Naguals that were gifted to them with the express “mission” to always create a proper
ceremonial site for them and to offer authentic ceremony from the space of Sincerity, Love and Presence.
Prior to their leaving Guatemala for Uruguay, Sri Ram Kaa was honored to be consecrated by the High Priest
of the Mayan at Lake Atitlan as a fully trained lineage holder Mayan Priest. Kira Raa was honored as a
Curandera of Spirit and one who possess great connection to the unknown realms. A fire ceremony with
them at the authentic site at TOSA BLUE MOUNTAIN is a multi-hour experience that is beyond description.
Preparing for and Understanding the Ceremony!
TOSA Blue Mountain is blessed to have an
authentic Mayan Ceremonial site. Sri & Kira were
blessed by BOTH the High Priest of the Mayan
and the High Oracle of the Maya to personally
create each ceremony. This is a rare treat as
these active priests who normally do not make
themselves available to “outsiders” spent many
years with Sri & Kira.
Sri & Kira prefer that a ceremony be reserved in
advance and make the final decision if they are
willing to offer you a ceremony based upon your
highest good.
This ceremony is the real thing! This is not a
“tourist ceremony”. If they agree they will select
the day during your stay with that best suits you
according to the unified energy of Ascended
Numerology, The Mayan Calendar and your
intentions.
Please let us know in advance if you would like us
to bring your request to Sri & Kira and we will
advise you of their decision at which time a
deposit is required to secure the ceremony.
Ceremony cost for up to two participants: $225
Non-refundable Reservation deposit due after
acceptance: $100
Additional participants up to
6 total per ceremony: $44 each

A RARE PHOTO of Mayan Priest Don Simeon during the preparation phase of a
sacred ceremony with Sri & Kira. Photos were always forbidden except this one
moment when he REQUESTED this photo be taken and shared freely! Enjoy!
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The Central Courtyard filled with Angel Trumpets
and Shiva Linga Fountain:
A magical gathering space with your access to
several temple areas.
Wafa, a recent residential retreat guest,
enjoys leisurely breakfast and puppy love!
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TOSA Blue Mountain has unique services available that can be combined
into a package or simply enjoyed as your heart calls! Offsite Tours also
available with our Local English Speaking Guide!

Daily Avesa Balancing Package: When we invite our chakra system to remain in Peace, Love and
Joy while sustaining our Ascended presence…bottom line…the space for miracles opens and our
lives shift! This beautiful process will be administered by both Sri & Kira simultaneously as you
relax on a massage table. You will be taught the Avesa Breath and offered practices to integrate
your sessions. Individual sessions are $50 and reduced priced packages are available.

Detox Journey Package: Three day Minimum: A customized journey that combines the gift of
daily Avesa Balancing with specially prepared juices and menus to assist the body to gently and
lovingly release that which is ready to leave!
We will ask you to complete a personalized questionnaire so that your detox journey can be
tailored to your needs and every package includes supportive advanced healing processes to
insure your success.

Cosmic Life Regression Session and/or Ascended Numerology Life Sessions with Kira Raa
There is a divine empowerment that awaits us all when we unlock the codes of our soul!
Through a Cosmic Life Regression Session, Kira Raa will guide you to the place of your soul’s
origin and between lives to clearly remember, heal and integrate your mastery!
With Ascended Numerology, (the ancient ORIGINAL ESSENE system), everything seems to find a
place and many of life’s questions make sense. You will receive a full color comprehensive chart
as well as a full hour with Kira Raa deciphering every detail and answering your questions!

Comprehensive Life Crafting Coaching with Sri Ram Kaa: As a Avesa Master Healer and Medical
Intuitive, Sri can assist a willing client to quickly shift pain and confusion and move into a
centered, soul connected space. These life crafting healing sessions are highly effective for
restoring balance to the physical body, peace to the emotional body and joy to the spirit. Based
upon your time you may want to consider daily sessions or aftercare packages with Sri via Skype
from your home. “All I can say is WOW and THANK YOU! Years healed in 2 sessions!”..CR

Private Reading with Kira Raa: As a gifted Oracle Kira Raa completely separates from the body
and allows your guides to bring exactly what it is needed at the time of the session. This is NOT
TAROT and unlike any type of “reading” you have ever had.
“Bar none, this was the BEST reading of my life! And, I’ve had plenty!” – F.Z.
Known as “the reader’s reader,” Kira Raa expands your consciousness to connect with your soul
and gently assist integration for an Enlightened state now! If you desire, you may ask specific
questions. You will receive an mp3 recording.
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TOSA BLUE MOUNTAIN
Via Chicti a Dug Dug, Km 4.5
Paute, Azuay, Ecuador
www.SriandKira.com

Pictured here: A freshly picked bundle of
healing herbs and flowers brewed fresh daily!
Known locally as “Horchata” prepare for Bliss!

